HOLLYWOOD—It is happening America, it looks like Peter August is about to finally receive his comeuppance on “General Hospital.” We have to pause a bit because last week was so loaded, as least Friday’s episode was to say the least. For starters, Anna’s duplicitous sister, Alex arrived in town, knocked her sister out and put on the charade to behave like her sister. Alex has done this before in the past and NO ONE in town realized what she was up to until it was too late.

That does beg the question if Alex has an ulterior motive in regards to her sister, Peter, Valentin or some other business in Port Charles. I must say though it’s fun seeing actress Finola Hughes tackle the dark side on the small screen. The great thing about Alex’s return is the audience finally got the answers we’ve been craving: Alex Devane is in fact Peter August’s mother, not Anna. Yes, it was a blow that Anna did not expect.

It left her enraged, but she knew the truth had to be explained. Here’s the problem, Anna has been in the basement courtesy of Alex, and that tells me Alex has something sinister planned for Peter to learn the truth right. This has also enraged Valentin, who knows that Alex played him like a fiddle involving Peter also. With all this said, Peter was on cloud nine until he received that call from Helena Cassadine!

This is where the true heartache is about to be headed Maximos. I feel heartache is about to be headed Maximos. It seems to be reaching a feverish pitch. Laura Spencer is slated to return to town this month, and with rumors swirling that Emme Rylan has been let go from “GH,” as well as William DeVry, I feel bodies are about to start dropping and Cyrus will be the catalyst of that mayhem.

So this begs an even bigger question, what will happen next? We have yet to see Cyrus’ focal on Laura and her family? It seems like the guy he’s hired to be the new boss of the hospital will be getting his comeuppance on “General Hospital.” For starters, Anna’s duplicitous sister, Alex arrived in town, knocked her sister out and put on the charade to behave like her sister.

This has also enraged Valentin, who knows that Alex played him like a fiddle involving Peter also. With all this said, Peter was on cloud nine until he received that call from Helena Cassadine! Yes, that Helena and for a moment I thought she was real too, but it turned out that it was a program that Spinelli and Sam were using to bust Peter and his working people.

Peter is ratted and he wanted a meeting as ‘Helena’ made it clear that she will expose his role in Dr. oat’s abduction and disappearance. Maxie couldn’t be happier with the impending marriage and her bundle of joy soon to be born, but I feel heartache is about to be headed Maximos’ way as well as a few other PC residents as we are in the thick of November sweeps. Peter deduced that it was Spinelli after chatting with Mau and Alex arrived in town, knocked her sister out and put on the charade to behave like her sister.
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